YOUR GLOBAL EXPERIENCE

EXPLORE BOSTON AND NEW YORK, 23 March - 3 April 2020

WHEN WILL THE TRIP TAKE PLACE?
During the first and second weeks of the Easter vacation, departing from London on 23 March and returning to the UK on 3 April.

DO I NEED A Visa?
Most UK passport holders don’t need a visa to enter the United States but will be required to fill in a form on the US Electronic System for Travel Authorisation (ESTA) esta.cbp.dhs.gov/esta. It’s your responsibility to obtain the correct travel documents for the trip, but do ask the Global Experiences team for help with the process.

HOW MUCH DOES THE PROGRAMME COST?
The programme costs £1,995. This covers flights, accommodation, university travel insurance, and scheduled activities. It doesn’t include meals, transportation to/from the UK airport, visa or ESTA costs (as required), personal items, spending money, or optional activities.

CAN I GET FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE?
In 2019, 65% students who travelled on the USA trip received some form of financial assistance. We believe that no one should be excluded on the basis of cost alone, so we have a number of awards and grants that could cover the majority of your trip fee.

Lancaster Global Travel Award
This award is available to students in receipt of a means-tested bursary from Lancaster University and will cover 60-75% trip fee, depending on individual circumstances. This assistance can be applied for as part of the online application for the trip.

College Travel Award
(Circa £100)
Contact your College Manager for more information.

Other funding may be available, visit our website for the most up to date information.

JOIN FELLOW STUDENTS AND ACADEMICS FROM YOUR FACULTY TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THE UNITED STATES WHILE INCREASING YOUR GLOBAL AND CULTURAL AWARENESS.

This is an exciting opportunity for Law and Criminology students to gain first-hand insight into the court systems in both Boston and New York.

You will also gain an understanding of the different legislative structures in place on the state and federal levels.

Alongside an academic from the department, students will get the chance to visit different courthouses and meet Lancaster alumni working in Law professions.

There will also be ample time to explore these iconic cities and to think about global career prospects.

Law School
A beautiful and immensely enjoyable experience that’s given me many priceless memories.

Allycia, 2017 Trip Participant